Unrivaled User Activity Monitoring
and Behavioral Analytics
Protect sensitive data, critical information
systems, and detect threats from within

Key Advantages
—

Collection, Exploration, and Insight

› Enable deep visibility and Identify

Forcepoint’s Insider Risk solution provides analysts and investigators with
deep visibility into all user endpoint activity for effective detection programs
and resolving anomalous behavior.

your riskiest users

› Protect your workforce,
organization, and customers

› Simplify exploration and analysis
Optimize your workflows and
customize your program

› Safeguard your investigations

Proven
—
› 20+ years of experience and
development

› 1 million+ endpoints and 100+
clients protected globally

› Proven effective in both
commercial and government
environments

Risks Addressed
—
› Employees leaving and taking
proprietary data with them

› Insider trading
› Extremism and workplace
violence

› Media leaks, reputation
› Corporate espionage
› PII and customer data spillage
› Sabotage
› Stolen Credentials
› Supply chain integrity
› Theft of trade secrets
› Fraud

Forcepoint has the tools to help you Collect, Explore,
and Gain Insight into how users are interacting with
your most sensitive data and the information
systems processing and protecting it.

Visibility

Analytics

Collect (behavioral data from channels such
as web, file operations, keyboards, and email.
Explore meaningful data using a powerful
dashboard built for analysts, by analysts.

Controls

Gain Insight with powerful analytics to understand
and rapidly respond to risky behaviors before harmful
events occur.
Outcomes
› Reduce Mean Time to Investigate (MTTI) with undeniable attribution
and rich data context including live video capture and replay of individual
users' actions.
› Reduce level of effort in Mean Time to Detect (MTTD) behavior-based
riskindicators; faster Mean Time to Respond (MTTR) - equating to cost savings
and revenue protection.
› Reduce Risk Exposure While Improving Productivity and Operational Efficiency
through quick identi cation of threats against data and critical systems; let
technology be your Tier 1 SOC analysts; compliments existing staffing, helpi
sensors, separation of duties and analyst auditing, and robust access controls
enable above-reproach operations.
Don’t just “wait and watch” for data leakage and risky user behaviors. Uncover
risk before it becomes a problem. Next to your people, your information
systems protect and process your most valuable assets. With Forcepoint
Insider Risk Solutions, you can protect both.
For more information visit
Forcepoint.com

